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Thank you David.  Jeremy and I spoke this morning and  to re-iterate what I told him I welcome  the 

opportunity to share information Dave and I develop with the R&A staff and appreciate it when R&A people 

share information with us.  An excellent example of this ongoing, cooperative effort has been the exchange of 

information and sharing of leads with Dennis, Doug, Tammy and Joan on the medical records issues they are 

working on and that track Gum Shoe Issue 39 very closely.  It has been a pleasure to work with all of them.  

This is just one example of the excellent repore and cooperative spirit that I've always felt with the entire R&A 

staff.  Dave's working relationship with all of them has also developed exceptionally well in his three months 

here. As examples,  Joe and Doug have been exceptionally helpful on some Dealey Plaza issues.  Just this 

morning Dave was able to give the medical records team information about a Los Alamos Laboratory report 

that he thought they might need.I want to see this essential exchange of information and supportive 

methodology continue for the next three weeks and I hope beyond then.  Jeremy asked this morning for my 

input on potential research assignments that track investigative issues to be presented at the R&A meeting 

this afternoon. I can pull together a brief list of potential areas, and with more time can provide a more 

focused list that will allow the R&A staff to make far more efficient use of their time.  As I've said to you on 

many occasions and as I repeated to Jeremy this morning I am very mindful of our scarce resources and the 

ticking clock.  I would not want R&A staff to waste their time by beginning  work on research matters drawn 

from the investigations database where Dave and I have already completed substantial portions of the work. 

There are several issues that an R&A staffer could work on and to the extent that this work would not take 

away from their primary R&A functions it certainly makes sense from an efficiency standpoint to have them 

begin work on investigative issues.I've just  made a quick scan of open investigative issues and preliminarily 

identified 12 issues where some R&A assistance could advance the inquiry.  They are: 7.1.20 - ONI Report - 

Locate Don LNU - information provided by Paul Hoch7.1.26 - Parkland Hospital Records7.1.36 - California State 

Archives, Microfilm of LAPD investigation of RFK's assassination7.1.39 - Misc. Medical Issues Concerning JFK 

and Governor Connally7.1.40 -  American Communist Party and Party Officials:Assassination Records7.1.49 - 

Dr. Adele Edisen\Dr. Jose Rivera7.1.52 - Arthur Krock Papers - Max Holland7.1.54 - Dr. John Nichols7.1.55 - 

William Sullivan Papers7.1.56 - Rafael Aznarez Costea - FBI7.1.57 - Dr. Vincent Guinn - Neutron Activation 

Analysis7.1.59 - Dr. James Poppen; Dr. Gerwin Neumann, JFK Scull X-rayWith your approval I will attend the 

R&A meeting today and will be prepared to discuss these issues on a preliminary level.
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